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Barbara K. Polich (#2620) 
George Poulton (#12378)
ANTCZAK POLICH LAW LLC
324 South 400 West, Suite 225 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
Attorneys for Plaintiff!

IN THE SEVENTH DISTRICT COURT, GRAND COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH 

LUCY WALLINGFORD, KILEY MILLER, 
JOHN RZECZYCKI, CAROL MAYER, 
DAVID BODNER, MEECHE BODNER, 
SARAH STOCK, JOSEPHINE KOVASH, 
individuals, LIVING RIVERS, a nonprofit
corporation!

Plaintiff",

v#

MOAB CITY, MOAB CITY COUNCIL!

Defendant.

COMPLAINT AND PETITION FOR 
REVIEW
(Tier 2)

Case No. ________________

Judge_____________

Plaintiffs Lucy Wallingford, Kiley Miller, John Rzeczycki, Carol Mayer, David Bodner, 

Meeche Bodner, Sarah Stock, Josephine Kovash, and Living Rivers (collectively “Plaintiffs”) for 

their claims against Defendants Moab City and Moab City Council and in petition of an 

administrative decision by the Moab City Council allege and complain as follows: 

INTRODUCTION

1. This action seeks declaratory relief pursuant to the Municipal Land Use,

Development and Management Act (“LUDMA”), Utah Code Annotated § 10-9a-101 et seq.

2. The basis for this action is the Defendants’ arbitrary, capricious, and illegal decision

on February 28, 2017 by the Moab City Council approving a resolution to enter into a Zoning 
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Status Agreement regarding the Lionsback Development which illegally, and in disregard to 

Moab’s Ordinances, and the advice of its attorney, classifies changes and amendments to the 

Master Planned Development (“MPD”) as a “minor change” when the changes are actually “major 

changes” as defined by Moab City Ordinance, thereby denying the public and specifically the 

Plaintiffs the right to participate in public hearings on the changes, a right they are entitled to for 

any “major change” which the proposed changes certainly are given the nature and character of 

the changes. 

3. Such amendments and changes include nearly doubling the square footage of the 

hotel and more than doubling the parking. 

PARTIES

4. Plaintiff Lucy Wallingford is a real property owner, taxpayer, resident of Moab, 

and an owner of Utah Water Right No. 05-2283, whose property and point of diversion are less 

than one mile away from the Lionsback Development. 

5. Plaintiff Kiley Miller is a real property owner, taxpayer, and resident of Moab 

whose property is located less than one mile away from the Lionsback Development. 

6. Plaintiff John Rzeczycki is a real property owner, taxpayer, and resident of Moab 

whose property is located less than one mile away from the Lionsback Development. 

7. Plaintiff Carol Mayer is a real property owner, taxpayer, and resident of Moab 

whose property is located less than one mile away from the Lionsback Development. 

8. Plaintiff David Bodner is a real property owner, taxpayer, and resident of Moab 

whose property is located less than one mile away from the Lionsback Development. 
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9. Plaintiff Meeche Bodner is a real property owner, taxpayer, and resident of Moab 

whose property is located less than one mile away from the Lionsback Development. 

10. Plaintiff Sarah Stock is a real property owner, taxpayer, and resident of Moab 

whose property is located less than one mile away from the Lionsback Development. 

11. Plaintiff Josephine Kovash is a real property owner, taxpayer, and resident of Moab 

whose property is located less than one mile away from the Lionsback Development. 

12. Plaintiff Living Rivers is a nonprofit corporation whose members have been and 

will be adversely affected by Moab’s actions.

13. Defendant Moab City (“Moab” or “City”) is a political subdivision of the State of 

Utah.

14. Defendant Moab City Council is the legislative body of the City.  

ADMINISTRATIVE EXHAUSTION

15. Plaintiffs have made reasonable efforts to exhaust their administrative remedies by 

filing an appeal of Resolution No. 14-2017 with the Moab City Appeal Authority.  

16. Moab’s ordinances are ambiguous regarding the appeal authority for land use 

determinations and uncertainty exists as to the proper body to which an appeal of the City 

Council’s decision relating to a land use determination.

17. This Complaint has been filed in a good faith attempt to timely comply with the 

requirement that a petition for judicial review be filed within 30 days of the City’s final decision 

on this matter.   
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JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

18. This Court has jurisdiction over the causes of action in this case under Utah Code 

Ann. § 78A-5-102. 

19. Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to Utah Code Ann. § 78B-3-307.   

20. Pursuant to Rule 8 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, this is a Tier 2 discovery 

case, as defined by Rule 26(c)(5) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, because the Plaintiffs seek 

non-monetary relief. 

GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 

21. The original approval of the Lionsback Resort’s (“Lionsback”), Preliminary 

Master Planned Development (“MPD”) followed a series of meetings between the Moab City 

Planning Commission, city staff, and various development consultants for Lionsback.

22. The Lionsback development is a project by LB Moab Land Company, LLC (“LB

Moab”) involving the State Institutional Lands Trust Administration (“SITLA”).

23. On June 12, 2008 the Moab City Planning Commission held a meeting in which it 

considered Resolution 16-2008, “A resolution recommending the conditional approval of the 

Lionsback Preliminary MPD located on property in unincorporated Grand County.”

24. During the regular Moab City Council meeting on July 8, 2008 conditional approval 

of the preliminary MPD occurred, and the MPD was approved subject to satisfaction of the five 

conditions.

25. Lionsback is a 175 acre proposed commercial and residential luxury development 

located at the trailhead of the Slick Rock Trail in a newly annexed section of Moab, Utah.
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26. Lionsback is a proposed “mixed use resort” that features a hotel, meeting center, 

restaurant, spa, sporting facilities, housing condominium units termed “casitas,” employee 

housing, storage units, maintenance facilities, and open space.

27. The site is located on a bench above Moab City on the east side of the Moab-

Spanish Valley.

28. As originally proposed, Lionsback would include 50 commercial lodging units, 

among other residential units and facilities. 

29. Certain injured parties brought a suit against the City relating to the MPD. See 

Moab Local Green Party, et al. v. Moab, et al. 2012 UT App 113, 276 P.3d 1230 (hereinafter 

“Lionsback I”). 

30. Following the resolution of Lionsback I, LB Moab proposed making certain 

amendments to Lionsback.

31. In September 2013, LB Moab met with City Staff and presented a revised concept 

of the project.

32. In 2016, Moab’s City Manager requested that the project be reheard by Moab’s

planning commission due to major changes contained in the revisions to the project.

33. LB Moab and the State Institutional Lands Trust Administration (“SITLA”) did 

not want the revisions to the MPD to be subject to public hearings.

34. The revisions to the MPD included changes to the configuration, building types, 

phasing, and total square footage of structures.

35. Specifically, the revisions to the MPD included:

1. nearly doubling the size of the hotel from 41,360 square feet to 81,668 square feet;
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2. more than doubling the parking capacity from 104 spaces to 230 spaces; and

3. consolidating the 50 dispersed commercial lodging units, as originally proposed, 

into to a large 150 room hotel with nearly twice the square footage.

36. The proposed changes were not “minor” under the City’s Master Planned 

Development Ordinance, MMC §17.65.130, but instead were so characterized to in an effort to 

avoid the requirement of a public hearing under the City’s Master Planned Development 

Ordinance, MMC §17.65.130 for” major” changes.

37. Under MMC §17.65.130, major changes are alterations in structural types, in the 

shapes and arrangements of multiple lots and blocks, in the allocation of open space or other land 

uses which increase density and/or intensity of the project, in project phasing, and all other changes 

which significantly affect the overall design or intent of the project.

38. To prevent the public from being able to engage in the public hearings required by 

Moab’s ordinances for major changes, SITLA and LB Moab pressured the City to characterize the 

revisions as minor changes.

39. On September 12, 2016, counsel for Moab sent a letter to LB Moab concluding that 

the revisions to the project should be processed as a “major change” under MMC § 17.65.130. (A 

true and accurate copy of the letter is attached as Exhibit A.)

40. In relevant part, the letter stated as follows:

The initial question was whether this concept would qualify as a “minor change” 
under the City’s Master Planned Development Ordinance, MMC §17.65.130. 
Although a revised plan containing the Deletion Option has not been submitted for 
review, I conclude that the scope of the changes contemplated under either scenario 
would likely be major changes under the Moab ordinance. 
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MMC § 17.65.130 provides that amendments “that change the character, basic 
design, building density and intensity, open space or any other requirements and 
conditions” require planning commission review and approval. The “minor 
change” provision, subsection A, allows staff approval of minor changes “in the 
location and placement of buildings” where these are the product of unforeseen 
circumstances – such as engineering difficulties. Changes as to “structural types” 
and the “arrangement of multiple lots and blocks” or the “overall design or intent 
of the project” are major changes requiring land use authority approval Id. at B. 

Given the scope of the changes under either the Deletion Option or the June 30 
submittal, it is my conclusion that this project should be processed as a “major 
change” under Section 130. Under either proposal the applicant would be 
substantially changing the configuration, building types, phasing, and total square 
footage of the structures. These are not minor changes due, for example, to site 
constrains [sic].

As you know, under Utah law municipalities are bound to adhere to their own land 
use ordinances. Although a minor change might appear to be expedient, in my 
opinion that would run contrary to the Moab ordinance…

41. Following this letter, in an effort to undercut the conclusion of the city’s counsel, 

SITLA and City Staff drafted a Zoning Status Agreement. (A true and accurate copy of which is 

attached as Exhibit B.)

42. The Zoning Status Agreement provides as follows:

2.1 An amendment to the MPD Approvals is governed by the amendment procedures 
set forth in Section 17.65.130 of the City Code and is handled as either a Major Amendment 
(which are reviewed and acted upon by the City Council and/or the City Planning 
Commission) or Minor Amendment (which are reviewed and acted upon by the Moab City 
planning department staff). 

2.2 SITLA consents to the City’s exercise of its local planning and zoning jurisdiction 
relating to the Property and Project with respect to the review and action on the City 
Approvals Amendment Application, provided that the City Approvals Amendments 
Application is deemed to be a Minor Amendment, which will be reviewed and acted upon 
by the Moab City planning department staff (“City Planning Department”) by and 
through the City Planning Director, not to be unreasonably delayed or conditioned, and 
reasonable conditions upon the approval of the Amendment Application which are 
generally consistent with the intent expressed in the MPD Approvals, applicable 
ordinances, and/or the needs of the Project. SITLA and Developer agree to be bound by 
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the results of that minor plan review process, subject to applicable appeal procedures.  
(emphasis added.) 

43. Notwithstanding the Zoning Status Agreement, the City has no authority to enter 

into an agreement that is contrary to the City’s Master Planned Development Ordinance and 

proposed for the sole purpose of avoiding the application of the City’s Master Planned 

Development Ordinance and in order to benefit a single project.  On their face the proposed project 

changes cannot be deemed minor, and a public hearing cannot be avoided.

44. Nevertheless, on February 28, 2017, the City Council adopted Resolution No. 14-

2017, which authorized Moab’s mayor to execute the Zoning Status Agreement and in effect 

categorizes the revisions and amendments to the MPD as “minor changes,” when in fact and by 

definition, the revisions and amendments are “major changes”.

45. The actions of the City Council in adopting the resolution to approve the Zoning 

Status Agreement is illegal, arbitrary, and capricious because the resolution has the effect of 

categorizing the revisions and amendments to the MPD as “minor changes,” when in fact and by 

definition, the revisions and amendments are “major changes” as proposed.

46. No public hearing was held on Resolution No. 14-2017.

47. By adopting Resolution No. 14-2017, the City Council disregarded the definitions 

of “minor change” and “major change” as set forth in Moab’s ordinances.

48. The City made the determination that the amendments and revisions to the MPD 

were “minor changes” in order to appease SITLA and LB Moab, but not based on an actual review 

of whether the amendments were in fact “minor changes” or based on substantial evidence.

49. The amendments to the MPD proposed by SITLA and LB Moab are major changes.
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50. The amendments to the MPD include, but are not limited to, changes to structural 

types, arrangement of multiple lots and blocks, changes to configuration, building types, phasing, 

total square footage of structures, and changes to the overall design or intent of the project.

51. As noted above, the among the revisions to the MPD are an increase to the size of 

the hotel from 41,360 square feet to 81,668 square feet; an increase in the parking capacity from 

104 spaces to 230 spaces; and the consolidation the 50 dispersed commercial lodging units, as 

originally proposed, into to a large 150 room hotel with nearly twice the square footage.

52. Additionally, these changes include related changes to the structures, design, 

landscaping, parking features, and traffic circulation necessitated by such a change.

53. Each plaintiff is adversely affected by the illegal, arbitrary, and capricious adoption 

of Resolution No 14-2017 in so far as it has denied them their right to present evidence at a public 

hearing regarding the substantial and major revisions to the MPD which in turn adversely impacts 

their property rights, water rights, and/or other interests. 

54. Specifically, Plaintiffs’ interests are impacted by the changes to Lionsback and 

Plaintiffs would have presented evidence at a public hearing regarding impact to water recharge 

rates for springs which are the primary source for Lucy Wallingford’s water right, water quality 

issues, aquifer contamination, storm water runoff impacts, drainage impacts, ground water 

concerns, water conservation issues, drinking water contamination, sewer issues, increased 

contamination and leaching risks from the nearby landfill, recreational impacts, traffic flow and 

congestion impacts, road usage issues, public health and safety impacts, and construction impacts 

based on the proposed changes to MPD. 
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FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF

(PETITION FOR REVIEW OF AN ARBITRARY, CAPRICIOUS, OR ILLEGAL DECISION) 

55. Plaintiffs incorporate the foregoing allegations as if fully set forth herein. 

56. Plaintiffs have standing to appeal the decision of the City Council pursuant to Utah 

Code Ann. § 10-9a-801(2)(a).

57. Utah Code Ann. § 10-9a-801(3)(ii) establishes the proper standard of review in the 

District Court – Whether the decision is “arbitrary, capricious, or illegal.”

58. Under LUDMA, “a municipality is bound by the terms and standards of applicable 

land use ordinances and shall comply with mandatory provisions of those ordinances.” Utah Code 

Ann. § 10-9a-509(2)

59. Pursuant to MMC §1.04.020(24), the term “shall” is defined as “mandatory.” Thus, 

whenever the word “shall” appears in the code, the City is required to undertake that procedure, 

regardless of whether that procedure involves the holding of a public hearing or considering certain 

criteria in reviewing an application and making a determination.

60. MMC § 17.65.140, states “Major changes, such as alterations in structural types, in 

the shapes and arrangements of multiple lots and blocks, in the allocation of open space or other 

land uses which increase density and/or intensity of the project, in project phasing, and all other 

changes which significantly affect the overall design or intent of the project shall be referred to the 

land use authority, after which the authority shall consider and shall either approve or deny the 

changes in the final development plan.”
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61. When an approved MPD is amended, major changes shall not be permitted without 

prior review and approval by the planning commission, which review includes a public hearing. 

See MMC §§ 17.65.080 & 17.65.130.

62. A determination of illegality requires a determination that the decision violates a 

law, statute, or ordinance in effect at the time the decision was made. Utah Code Ann. § 10-9a-

801(3)(d).

63. A decision is arbitrary and capricious if it is not supported by substantial evidence. 

64. The decision to adopt Resolution No. 14-2017 was not supported by substantial 

evidence in so far as it determines that the revisions and amendments to the MPD are “minor 

changes” not “major changes” and thereby precludes a public hearing on the amendments to the 

MPD and was arbitrary and capricious. 

65. The decision to adopt Resolution No. 14-2017 was illegal in so far as it determines 

that the proposed revisions and amendments, which facially meet the definition of major changes 

are “minor changes” and thereby deprives Plaintiffs and the public from being able to present 

evidence regarding major changes at a public hearing.

66. Moab is bound to comply with its own ordinances.

67. The City Council’s decision to adopt Resolution No. 14-2017 and thereby 

determine that the revisions and amendments to the MPD were “minor changes” and not “major 

changes”, was arbitrary, capricious and/or illegal for the reasons alleged herein. 
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SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF

(PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION) 

68. Plaintiffs incorporate the foregoing allegations as if fully set forth herein.

69. Plaintiffs will suffer irreparable harm by being denied their right to present 

evidence at a public hearing unless the injunction issues;

70. The threatened injury to the applicant outweighs whatever damage the proposed 

order or injunction may cause the party restrained or enjoined;

71. The injunction would not be adverse to the public interest and in fact protects the 

public interest by preventing action on the Zoning Status Agreement until a Court has the 

opportunity to determine whether the amendments and revisions are major and public hearings are 

required.

72. There is a substantial likelihood that the Plaintiffs will prevail on the merits of the 

underlying claim, or the case presents serious issues on the merits which should be the subject of 

further litigation.  

PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray for judgment as follows: 

1. Reversal of the decision of City Council adopting Resolution No. 14-2017 in so far 

as it determines or has the effect of designating the revisions and amendments as “minor changes” 

and not “major changes”  and thereby deprives the public their right to comment and provide 

evidence at a public hearing on the major changes to the MPD on the grounds that Resolution No. 
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14-2017 arbitrarily, capriciously, and illegally ignores Moab’s ordinances in determining that the 

revisions and amendments are minor.  

2. An order declaring that Resolution No. 14-2017, is invalid and the Zoning Status 

Agreement is null and void in so far as Zoning Status Agreement has the effect of categorizing the 

major changes as minor changes. 

3. An order enjoining the City from moving forward or taking actions described in the 

Zoning Status Agreement until public hearings are held as required for “major changes.”  

4. An award of attorneys’ fees and costs as may be allowable by statute. 

5. Such other and further relief as this Court deems just and equitable. 

DATED this 30th day of March, 2017. 

Respectfully submitted, 

       
Barbara K. Polich (#2620) 
George Poulton (#12378) 
ANTCZAK POLICH LAW LLC
Attorney for Plaintiffs 

Plaintiff's Address: 
Barbara K. Polich  
ANTCZAK POLICH LAW LLC
324 South 400 West, Suite 225 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 

4841-8390-1224, v. 2
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ZONING STATUS AGREEMENT 
(Lionsback Resort) 
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+=)"W,.P)2+7"/("B,.3'-)-"1.,"=),)'*"#$City Approvals Amendments%&"+."'*2CA-)"/"!O9"A*'+"=.+)C"2.0BC)["
1.,"W=/()"b*)".1"+=)"?W4L""4)3)C.B),"/*-"HIJFK"2.*+)*-"+=/+"+=)">'+;"B,)3'.A(C;"/BB,.3)-"+=)"B,.B.()-"
/0)*-0)*+(".,")C)0)*+("+=),).17"/"2.*+)*+'.*"<='2="+=)">'+;"2A,,)*+C;"-'(BA+)(L""4)3)C.B),"/*-"HIJFK"
(A5()YA)*+C;" (A50'++)-" +=)'," /BBC'2/+'.*" -/+)-" _A*)" 697" 89!:" #$City Approvals Amendments 
Application%&" ())U'*D" 1.,0/C" /BB,.3/C" .1" +=)" >'+;" KBB,.3/C(" K0)*-0)*+(L" " J=)" >'+;" (A5()YA)*+C;"
'*1.,0)-"+=)"4)3)C.B),"/*-"HIJFK"+=/+">'+;"KBB,.3/C("K0)*-0)*+("KBBC'2/+'.*"<.AC-"5)"+,)/+)-"/("/"
0/P.," 2=/*D)" +." +=)" W,.P)2+7" 5/()-" AB.*" B,.3'('.*(" .1" +=)" ?/(+)," WC/**)-" 4)3)C.B0)*+" b,-'*/*2)L""
4)3)C.B),"/*-"HIJFK"-'(BA+)"+=/+"+=)"K0)*-0)*+("KBBC'2/+'.*"'("/"0/P.,"2=/*D)L""J=)">'+;"KBB,.3/C("
K0)*-0)*+("KBBC'2/+'.*",)0/'*("B)*-'*D"<'+="+=)">'+;L"

"
?L! G/()-"AB.*"+=)"-'(BA+)"-)(2,'5)-"'*"])2'+/C"F7"/5.3)7"HIJFK"=/("*.+'1')-"+=)">'+;7"+=,.AD="

2.A*()C7".1"'+(")C)2+'.*"+."<'+=-,/<"'+("2.*()*+"+."C.2/C"BC/**'*D"/*-"Q.*'*D"PA,'(-'2+'.*"BA,(A/*+"+."@+/="
>.-)"K**L"!9RN/R69S"<'+=",)(B)2+" +." +=)">'+;\(",)3')<"/*-"/2+'.*".*"+=)">'+;"KBB,.3/C("K0)*-0)*+("
KBBC'2/+'.*"/*-".*D.'*D"1A+A,)">'+;",)3')<".1"BC/**'*D"/*-"Q.*'*D"0/++),("/11)2+'*D"/*-"2.*2),*'*D"+=)"
W,.B),+;7"<='2="*.+'1'2/+'.*"'("/2U*.<C)-D)-"5;"+=)">'+;L""J=)"1.,)D.'*D"*.+<'+=(+/*-'*D7"/C+=.AD="HIJFK"
0/'*+/'*(" +=/+" '+" =/(" +=)" ,'D=+" /*-" /A+=.,'+;" BA,(A/*+" +."@+/=">.-)"K**L" !9RN/R69S" +."0/U)" -)2'('.*("
2.*2),*'*D" +=)" A()" /*-" -)3)C.B0)*+" .1" '+(" B,.B),+;"<'+=.A+" ,)D/,-" +." +=)"?./5">'+;"F/<(" /*-c.," +=)"
'*3.C3)0)*+".1"+=)">'+;7"HIJFK",)2.D*'Q)("+=)"'0B.,+/*2)".1",)/(.*/5C;"2..,-'*/+'*D"+=)"-)3)C.B0)*+".1"
'+("C/*-"<'+="+=)">'+;"/*-"+."+=/+")*-7"HIJFK"=/("-)+),0'*)-"+."D,/*+"'+("C'0'+)-"2.*()*+"+."C.2/C"BC/**'*D"
/*-"Q.*'*D"PA,'(-'2+'.*",)C/+'*D"+."+=)"W,.B),+;"/*-"W,.P)2+"<'+=",)(B)2+"+."+=)">'+;"KBB,.3/C("K0)*-0)*+(7"
B,.3'-)-"+=/+"+=)">'+;",)3')<"B,.2)((".22A,("'*"+=)"0/**),"B,.3'-)-"1.,"=),)'*L""""

"
dL! J=),)")['(+("/"B.+)*+'/C"-'(BA+)"5)+<))*"+=)">'+;"/*-"HIJFK"<'+=",)(B)2+"+."+=)")[+)*+".1"

B,'.,"/BB,.3/C(".1"/0)*-0)*+("+."+=)">'+;"KBB,.3/C(7"/*-"<'+=",)(B)2+"+."/*;"Q.*'*D")[)0B+'.*"<='2="
HIJFK"0/;")*P.;7"D'3)*"'+("B,'.,"-)2'('.*"+."(A50'+"+=)"W,.B),+;"+."+=)"C/*-"A()"PA,'(-'2+'.*".1"+=)">'+;".1"
?./5"/*-"+=)")[)2A+'.*"5;"+=)"4)3)C.B),7"<'+="HIJFK"/BB,.3/C7".1"3/,'.A("/D,))0)*+("'*"2.*PA*2+'.*"<'+="
+=)">'+;"KBB,.3/C(L""G;")*+),'*D"'*+."+='("KD,))0)*+"+=)">'+;"0/U)("*."/-0'(('.*"/("+."+=)"2.*+)*+'.*("
0/-)"5;"HIJFK"/*-"+=)"4)3)C.B),7".,"+=)"(2.B)".1"/*;"Q.*'*D")[)0B+'.*"<='2="0/;"5)"2C/'0)-"5;"HIJFK7"
/("-)(2,'5)-"'*"+=)"B,)1/+.,;",)2'+/C(7"/5.3)L"""

"
bL! J=)"W/,+')("-)(',)"+.")*+),"'*+."+='("KD,))0)*+"+.",)1C)2+"+=)"0/**),"+=/+"+=)">'+;"KBB,.3/C("

K0)*-0)*+("KBBC'2/+'.*"/("<)CC"/("1A+A,)"C/*-"A()"/BBC'2/+'.*("2.*2),*'*D"+=)"W,.B),+;"/*-"+=)"W,.P)2+"
<.AC-"5)"=/*-C)-"5;"+=)"W/,+')(L"""
""

AGREEMENTS"
"
NOW, THEREFORE7"'*"2.*('-),/+'.*".1"+=)"1.,)D.'*D",)2'+/C(7"<='2="/,)"=),)5;"'*2.,B.,/+)-"/("B/,+".1"
+=)" /D,))0)*+(" .1" +=)" W/,+')(7" /*-" 1.," (A2=" .+=)," D..-" /*-" 3/CA/5C)" 2.*('-),/+'.*7" +=)" ,)2)'B+" /*-"
(A11'2')*2;".1"<='2="/,)"=),)5;"/2U*.<C)-D)-7"+=)"W/,+')("/D,))"/("1.CC.<(e"

"
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6"

!L! Status of City Approvals.""d.+<'+=(+/*-'*D"+=)")C)2+'.*"5;"HIJFK"+."<'+=-,/<"'+("2.*()*+"
+."C.2/C"BC/**'*D"/*-"Q.*'*D"PA,'(-'2+'.*",)C/+'*D"+."+=)"W,.B),+;"/*-"W,.P)2+"BA,(A/*+"+."@+/=">.-)"K**L"
!9RN/R69S7" HIJFK" /*-"4)3)C.B)," /D,))" +." 2.0BC;"<'+=" +=)" )['(+'*D" +),0(" /*-" 2.*-'+'.*(" .1" +=)">'+;"
KBB,.3/C(7"(A5P)2+"+."+=)"B)*-'*D">'+;"KBB,.3/C("K0)*-0)*+"KBBC'2/+'.*"/*-"+=)".+=),"'((A)("/--,)(()-"
=),)'*L""I+"'("/2U*.<C)-D)-"/*-"/D,))-"5;"+=)"W/,+')("+=/+"+=)"+),0("/*-"2.*-'+'.*(".1"+=)">'+;"KBB,.3/C("'*"
)11)2+"/(".1"+=)"T11)2+'3)"4/+)7"(=/CC",)0/'*"'*"1ACC"1.,2)"/*-")11)2+L""I+"'("1A,+=),"/2U*.<C)-D)-"/*-"/D,))-"
+=/+"+=)">'+;"'("1ACC;"2.0BC'/*+"<'+="/CC"2.00'+0)*+(7"+),0(7"/*-"2.*-'+'.*(")[+/*+"'*"+=)">'+;"KBB,.3/C("
/(".1"+=)"T11)2+'3)"4/+)L"""""

8L! City Approvals Amendments.""

8L!L! K*"/0)*-0)*+"+."+=)"?W4"KBB,.3/C("'("D.3),*)-"5;"+=)"/0)*-0)*+"B,.2)-A,)("
()+"1.,+="'*"H)2+'.*"!`L:OL!69".1"+=)">'+;">.-)"/*-"'("=/*-C)-"/(")'+=),"/"?/P.,"K0)*-0)*+"
#<='2=" /,)" ,)3')<)-" /*-" /2+)-" AB.*" 5;" +=)" >'+;" >.A*2'C" /*-c.," +=)" >'+;" WC/**'*D"
>.00'(('.*&".,"?'*.,"K0)*-0)*+"#<='2="/,)",)3')<)-"/*-"/2+)-"AB.*"5;"+=)"?./5">'+;"
BC/**'*D"-)B/,+0)*+"(+/11&L

8L8L! HIJFK"2.*()*+("+."+=)">'+;\(")[),2'()".1"'+("C.2/C"BC/**'*D"/*-"Q.*'*D"PA,'(-'2+'.*"
,)C/+'*D" +." +=)" W,.B),+;" /*-" W,.P)2+"<'+=" ,)(B)2+" +." +=)" ,)3')<" /*-" /2+'.*" .*" +=)" >'+;"
KBB,.3/C(" K0)*-0)*+" KBBC'2/+'.*7" B,.3'-)-" +=/+" +=)" >'+;" KBB,.3/C(" K0)*-0)*+("
KBBC'2/+'.*"'("-))0)-"+."5)"/"?'*.,"K0)*-0)*+7"<='2="<'CC"5)",)3')<)-"/*-"/2+)-"AB.*"
5;" +=)" ?./5" >'+;" BC/**'*D" -)B/,+0)*+" (+/11" #$City Planning Department%&" 5;" /*-"
+=,.AD="+=)">'+;"WC/**'*D"4',)2+.,7"*.+"+."5)"A*,)/(.*/5C;"-)C/;)-".,"2.*-'+'.*)-7"/*-"
<='2="<.AC-"*.+" ,)YA',)"/"BA5C'2"=)/,'*DL" "J=)">'+;"WC/**'*D"4)B/,+0)*+"0/;" '0B.()"
,)/(.*/5C)" 2.*-'+'.*(" AB.*" +=)" /BB,.3/C" .1" +=)" K0)*-0)*+" KBBC'2/+'.*" <='2=" /,)"
D)*),/CC;" 2.*('(+)*+" <'+=" +=)" '*+)*+" )[B,)(()-" '*" +=)" ?W4" KBB,.3/C(7" /BBC'2/5C)"
.,-'*/*2)(7"/*-c.,"+=)"*))-(".1"+=)"W,.P)2+L""HIJFK"/*-"4)3)C.B),"/D,))"+."5)"5.A*-"5;"
+=)",)(AC+(".1"+=/+"0'*.,"BC/*",)3')<"B,.2)((7"(A5P)2+"+."/BBC'2/5C)"/BB)/C"B,.2)-A,)(L""

8L6L! V.CC.<'*D" +=)" /2+'.*" 5;" +=)" >'+;" WC/**'*D" 4)B/,+0)*+" .*" +=)" >'+;" KBB,.3/C("
K0)*-0)*+(" KBBC'2/+'.*7" +=)" W/,+')(" ,)2.D*'Q)" /*-" /D,))" +=/+" +=)" 4)3)C.B0)*+"
KD,))0)*+"0A(+"5)"/0)*-)-"+.",)1C)2+"+=)"2=/*D)("+."+=)"?W4"KBB,.3/C(",)(AC+'*D"1,.0"
+=)">'+;\("/BB,.3/C".1"+=)">'+;"KBB,.3/C("K0)*-0)*+(7"<='2="+=)">'+;"/D,))("+."2..B),/+)"
/*-" /(('(+" '*" -,/1+'*D" /*-" )[)2A+'*D7" <='2=" <'CC" *.+" 5)" A*,)/(.*/5C;" -)C/;)-" .,"
2.*-'+'.*)-L"HIJFK"2.*()*+("+."+=)"W/,+')(")[)2A+'.*".1"/*"/BB,.B,'/+)"/0)*-0)*+"+."+=)"
4)3)C.B0)*+" KD,))0)*+" ,)1C)2+'*D" +=)" /BB,.3/C" .1" +=)" >'+;" KBB,.3/C(" K0)*-0)*+"
KBBC'2/+'.*L"K"C'(+".1".A+(+/*-'*D"'+)0(",)C/+)-"+." +=)"1'*/C"?W4"/*-"WC/+"KBB,.3/C(" '("
/++/2=)-"=),)+."/("T[='5'+"$G%"/*-"'*2.,B.,/+)-"5;",)1),)*2)L

"
6L! Provision of Water and Sewer Service to the Property and Project.""J=)">'+;"

2.*1',0(7"/2U*.<C)-D)("/*-"/D,))("+=/+"+=)">'+;"(=/CC"B,.3'-)"0A*'2'B/C"</+),"/*-"()<),"(),3'2)"+."
4)3)C.B),"+."(),3)"+=)"W,.P)2+"/*-"W,.B),+;7"'*"1.,0"/*-"0/**),"2.*+)0BC/+)-"5;"+=)">'+;"KBB,.3/C(7"
<='2="(),3'2)"<'CC"5)"5/()-"AB.*"A*'1.,0"+),0(7"2.*-'+'.*("/*-"(B)2'1'2/+'.*("/("<)CC"/(".*"1))("/*-"
2=/,D)("A*'1.,0C;"2=/,D)-"+.".+=),"B),(.*(".,")*+'+')("'*"+=)">'+;L""

"
SL! Special DistrictsL"""4)3)C.B),"0/;")C)2+"+."1.,0"/"(B)2'/C"+/["-'(+,'2+".,"'0B,.3)0)*+"

-'(+,'2+"+."1'*/*2)"/*-"1A*-"+=)"2.(+"/*-")[B)*()".1"+=)"'*(+/CC/+'.*7".B),/+'.*7",)B/',"/*-"0/'*+)*/*2)".1"
/*;"/*-"/CC"B,'3/+)C;".B),/+)-"</+),7"()<),7",./-"/*-"A+'C'+')("(),3'*D"+=)"W,.B),+;"/*-"W,.P)2+7"<='2="/,)"
+."5)"B/'-"1.,"5;"4)3)C.B),L"">'+;"/D,))("+."2..B),/+)"/*-"/(('(+"4)3)C.B),"'*"2.**)2+'.*"<'+="+=)"
1.,0/+'.*".1"/*;"(A2="-'(+,'2+L"""I+"'("/D,))-"+=/+"+=)">'+;"KBB,.3/C("(=/CC"5)"0.-'1')-"+."B,.3'-)"+=/+"/CC"
</(+)</+),"+,)/+0)*+"(),3'2)"C'*)("/*-")YA'B0)*+"<'+='*"+=)"W,.B),+;"(=/CC"5)"B,'3/+)C;".<*)-7".B),/+)-7"
/*-"0/'*+/'*)-7"<'+="+=)">'+;"+."/((A0)"2.CC)2+'.*7"0/'*+)*/*2)7"/*-"+,)/+0)*+".5C'D/+'.*("/+"/"B.'*+"
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S"

0A+A/CC;"/D,))-7"/("-)('D*/+)-".*"+=)"1'*/C"A+'C'+;"BC/*"/BB,.3)-"'*"2.**)2+'.*"<'+="W=/()"b*)".1"+=)"
W,.P)2+L"""

OL! Traffic Studies and Related Improvements.""""""""""4)3)C.B),7"HIJFK7"/*-"+=)">'+;"
/D,))"+."2.*1),"'*"D..-"1/'+="<'+=",)(B)2+"+."+,/11'2"'0B/2+("<='2="<'CC"5)"D)*),/+)-"'*"2.**)2+'.*"<'+="+=)"
K0)*-0)*+"WC/*"<='2="'("2A,,)*+C;"A*-),",)3')<7"/*-"<'+=",)(B)2+"+."+,/11'2"'0B,.3)0)*+("#'*2CA-'*D"
.11R('+)"'0B,.3)0)*+(&"<='2="0/;"5)"*)2)(('+/+)-"5;"+=)"K0)*-0)*+"WC/*"/*-c.,"1A+A,)"B=/()(".1"+=)"
W,.P)2+L""K*"AB-/+)-"+,/11'2"'0B/2+"(+A-;"B,)B/,)-"5;"/"C'2)*()-")*D'*)),"(=/CC"5)"(A50'++)-"+."+=)">'+;"*."
C/+),"+=/*"('["#:&"0.*+=("1,.0"+=)"-/+)".1"+=)"'((A/*2)".1"/"2),+'1'2/+)".1".22AB/*2;"1.,"+=)"=.+)C"
2.0B,'('*D"W=/()"b*)".1"+=)"W,.P)2+L""HIJFK"/*-"4)3)C.B),"/D,))"+=/+"+=)">'+;"0/;",)YA',)"4)3)C.B),"+."
'*(+/CC"/--'+'.*/C"+,/11'2",)C/+)-"'0B,.3)0)*+(e"/&"'*"2.*PA*2+'.*"<'+="1A+A,)"B=/()(".1"-)3)C.B0)*+".*"+=)"
W,.B),+;E".,"5&"'1"+,/11'2"'0B/2+("1,.0"W=/()"b*)",)(AC+"'*"A*/22)B+/5C)".,"-/*D),.A("3)='2AC/,".,"
B)-)(+,'/*"+,/11'2"2.*-'+'.*(".*",./-("B,.3'-'*D"/22)(("+."+=)"W,.B),+;L""K*;"/--'+'.*/C"+,/11'2",)C/+)-"
'0B,.3)0)*+("<='2="0/;"5)",)YA',)-"5;"+=)">'+;"/*-"'*(+/CC)-"5;"+=)"4)3)C.B),"'*"2.*PA*2+'.*"<'+="+=)"
K0)*-0)*+"WC/*"/*-c.,"1A+A,)"B=/()(".1"+=)"W,.P)2+"0A(+"5)",)/(.*/5C)"/*-"B,.B.,+'.*/C"+."+,/11'2"
'0B/2+("D)*),/+)-"5;"+=)"-)3)C.B0)*+".1"+=)"W,.B),+;7"/("'-)*+'1')-"5;"+=)"AB-/+)-"+,/11'2"(+A-;".,".+=),"
-/+/"B,.3'-)-"+.".,"2.*('-),)-"5;"+=)">'+;LL"

"
:L! Engineer Review By City."J=)"W/,+')("/D,))"+=/+"/*;")*D'*)),",)3')<("+."5)"2.*-A2+)-"

5;"+=)">'+;"'*"2.**)2+'.*"<'+="+=)",)3')<"/*-"/BB,.3/C".1"BC/*(7"BC/+("/*-".+=),"-.2A0)*+("(A50'++)-"5;"
4)3)C.B),"+."+=)">'+;"1,.0"+'0)"+."+'0)"0/;"5)"=/*-C)-"5;"/"-AC;"YA/C'1')-")*D'*)),"0A+A/CC;"/D,))-"+."
5;"+=)">'+;7"4)3)C.B),"/*-"HIJFK7"<='2=",)3')<("(=/CC".22A,"'*"/",)/(.*"0/**),7"*.+"+."5)"A*,)/(.*/5C;"
-)C/;)-L""

`L! Review of Final Plats and Permits.""HIJFK"2.*()*+("+."+=)">'+;\(")[),2'()".1"'+("C.2/C"
BC/**'*D"/*-"Q.*'*D"PA,'(-'2+'.*"<'+=",)(B)2+"+."1A+A,)"1'*/C"BC/+(7"B),0'+("/*-".+=),",)3')<(",)YA',)-"+."
5)"A*-),+/U)*"5;"+=)">'+;"BA,(A/*+"+."+=)">'+;">.-)7"<='2="+=)">'+;"/D,))("<'CC".22A,"/-0'*'(+,/+'3)C;"5;"
+=)">'+;"WC/**'*D"4)B/,+0)*+7"<'+=.A+"/",)YA',)0)*+"1.,"/"BA5C'2"=)/,'*DL""J=)"W/,+')("/2U*.<C)-D)"/*-"
/D,))"+=/+"-)3)C.B0)*+".1"'0B,.3)0)*+(".*"C.+("'*"+=)"W,.P)2+"<'CC"2.0BC;"<'+="/CC"/BBC'2/5C)"5A'C-'*D"
2.-)("/("A*'1.,0C;"/BBC')-"+."('0'C/,"B,.B),+;"'*"+=)">'+;L""

fL! Future Amendments to City Approvals.""I*"+=)")3)*+"+=/+"4)3)C.B),"/*-"HIJFK"())U"
+."BA,(A)".+=),"/0)*-0)*+("+."+=)">'+;"KBB,.3/C("/*-c.,"+."BA,(A)"*)<"/BB,.3/C("1.,"+=)"W,.B),+;"/*-"
W,.P)2+7"'*2CA-'*D"+=)"K-P.'*'*D"W,.B),+;7"+=)"W/,+')("(=/CC"0))+"/*-"2.*1),"'*"D..-"1/'+="/*-"-'(2A(("+=)"
*/+A,)"/*-")[+)*+".1"+=)">'+;",)3')<",)YA',)0)*+(L""J=)">'+;"WC/**'*D"4)B/,+0)*+"0/;"'0B.()",)/(.*/5C)"
2.*-'+'.*("AB.*"+=)"/BB,.3/C".1"1A+A,)"/0)*-0)*+("/*-"*)<"/BB,.3/C("<='2="/,)"D)*),/CC;"2.*('(+)*+"
<'+="+=)"'*+)*+")[B,)(()-"'*"+=)"?W4"KBB,.3/C(7"/BBC'2/5C)".,-'*/*2)(7"/*-c.,"+=)"*))-(".1"+=)"W,.P)2+L""
HA2="/BB,.3/C("(=/CC"*.+"5)"A*,)/(.*/5C;"-)C/;)-".,"2.*-'+'.*)-7"/*-"(=/CC"5)"(A5P)2+"+."/BBC'2/5C)"
/BB)/C"B,.2)-A,)(L"

! "
fLNL! Indemnification for Legal Costs.""I*"+=)")3)*+"+=/+"/*;"+=',-"B/,+;"1'C)("/*;"C'+'D/+'.*"

2=/CC)*D'*D"+=)"3/C'-'+;".,"C)D/C'+;".1"+='("^.*'*D"H+/+A("KD,))0)*+7"HIJFK"/D,))("+."'*-)0*'1;7"-)1)*-7"
/*-"=.C-"+=)">'+;"=/,0C)(("1,.0"/CC"/++.,*);(\"1))("/*-"C'+'D/+'.*"2.(+("'*2A,,)-"5;"+=)">'+;"'*"2.**)2+'.*"
<'+="(A2="/2+'.*L""I*"+=)")3)*+"+=/+"C'+'D/+'.*"'("1'C)-"5;"/"+=',-"B/,+;7"HIJFK"<'CC"/((A0)"B,'0/,;"-)1)*()"
.1"(A2="C'+'D/+'.*7"/*-"+=)">'+;"/D,))("+."2..B),/+)"<'+="HIJFK"'*"+=)"-)1)*()"+=),).1L""J=)">'+;"(=/CC"
,)+/'*"C)D/C"2.A*()C".1"'+("2=..('*D"'*"/*;"(A2="-'(BA+)L"""""""

"
NL!9L! MiscellaneousL"""

NL!! Amendment of AgreementL""T[2)B+"/(".+=),<'()"B,.3'-)-"=),)'*7"+='("
KD,))0)*+"0/;"5)"/0)*-)-"1,.0"+'0)"+."+'0)"5;"0A+A/C"2.*()*+".1"+=)".,'D'*/C"W/,+')("
.,"+=)',"(A22)((.,("'*"'*+),)(+"'*"<,'+'*DL""
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"
NL8! Governing LawL""J='("KD,))0)*+"(=/CC"5)"2.*(+,A)-"/*-")*1.,2)-"'*"/22.,-/*2)"
<'+="+=)"C/<(".1"+=)"H+/+)".1"@+/=L"""J=)")[2CA('3)"3)*A)"1.,"/*;"-'(BA+)"/,'('*D"A*-),"
+='("KD,))0)*+"(=/CC"5)"+=)"2.A,+(".1"M,/*-">.A*+;7"@+/=L""

"
NL6! Performances.""J'0)"'(".1"+=)")(()*2)".1"+='("4)2C/,/+'.*"/*-"1.,"+=)"B),1.,0/*2)".1"
)/2=".1"+=)"-A+')("/*-".5C'D/+'.*("B,.3'-)-"=),)'*L"""
"
NLS" Severability.""g=),)3),"B.(('5C)7")/2="B,.3'('.*".1"+='("4)2C/,/+'.*"(=/CC"5)"'*+),B,)+)-"
'*"(A2="/"0/**),"/("+."5)")11)2+'3)"/*-"3/C'-"A*-),"/BBC'2/5C)"C/<L"I1"/*;"B,.3'('.*".1"+='("
4)2C/,/+'.*"(=/CC"5)"1.A*-"'*3/C'-".,"A*)*1.,2)/5C)7"+='("(=/CC"*.+"/11)2+"+=)"3/C'-'+;".1"+=)"
,)0/'*'*D"B,.3'('.*(".1"+='("4)2C/,/+'.*7"/*-"+=)",)0/'*'*D"B,.3'('.*("(=/CC",)0/'*"'*"1ACC"1.,2)"
/*-")11)2+L"
"
NLO" No Waiver.""V/'CA,)".1"/"W/,+;"=),)+."+.")[),2'()"/*;",'D=+"=),)A*-),"(=/CC"*.+"5)"-))0)-"
/"</'3),".1"/*;"(A2=",'D=+"/*-"(=/CC"*.+"/11)2+"+=)",'D=+".1"(A2="W/,+;"+.")[),2'()"/+"(.0)"1A+A,)"
+'0)"(/'-",'D=+".,"+.")*1.,2)"/*;".+=),",'D=+"'+"0/;"=/3)"=),)A*-),L"

NL:" Parties’ RepresentationsL""I*")*+),'*D"'*+."+='("KD,))0)*+7"+=)"W/,+')("
/2U*.<C)-D)"/*-"/D,))"/*-",)B,)()*+"/*-"</,,/*+"+.")/2=".+=),"/("1.CC.<(e"#/&"+=/+"+=);"
<'CC"B),1.,0"+=)',"-A+')("/*-".5C'D/+'.*("'*"/"2.00),2'/CC;",)/(.*/5C)"/*-"D..-"1/'+="
0/**),"/*-"+=/+"+='("2.00'+0)*+"'("5)'*D",)C')-"AB.*"5;")/2=".+=),"W/,+;E"/*-"#5&"+=/+"
+=)"W/,+;"=/("/2+A/C"/*-")[B,)(("/A+=.,'+;"+.")[)2A+)"+='("KD,))0)*+7"=/("+/U)*"/CC"
/2+'.*("*)2)((/,;"+.".5+/'*"(A2="/A+=.,'Q/+'.*7"+=)"KD,))0)*+"2.*(+'+A+)("/"5'*-'*D"
.5C'D/+'.*".1"+=)"W/,+;"/*-"+=)"B),(.*"('D*'*D"5)C.<"'("-AC;"/A+=.,'Q)-"/*-")0B.<),)-"
+.")[)2A+)"+='("KD,))0)*+L"""""
"

NL`! Notices."J=)"2.*+/2+"/--,)(()(".1"+=)"W/,+')("/,)"/("1.CC.<(e"
"

FG"?./5"F/*-">.0B/*;7"FF>"
W.(+"b11'2)"G.["N:`"
?./57"@J"fSO68"
>)CC"N`9R`9fR!fN:"
T0/'Ce"5/-D),0./5hD0/'CL2.0"
""

"

>'+;".1"?./5"
8!`"T/(+">)*+),"H+,))+"
?./57"@+/="fSO68"
K++)*+'.*e">'+;"?/*/D),"
W=.*)e"S6OR8ONRO!8!""
V/[e"""S6OR8ONRS!6O""
T0/'Ce"iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii"""

H+/+)".1"@+/=7"/2+'*D"5;"/*-"
+=,.AD="+=)"H2=..C"/*-"
I*(+'+A+'.*/C"J,A(+"F/*-("
K-0'*'(+,/+'.*"""
:`O"T/(+"O99"H.A+=7"HA'+)"O99"
H/C+"F/U)">'+;7"@+/="fS!98"
K++*L"4)3)C.B0)*+"M,.AB""
"

g'+="/">.B;"+."
J=.0/("ML"a)**)-;7"T(YA',)""
WLbL"G.["69f!" " ""
J)CCA,'-)7">b"f!S6O" ""
W=.*)e"#N`9&"`8fR8S8S" "
V/[e"#N`9&"`8fRNS6N"" ""
T0/'Ce"+.0h+UC/<L*)+" "

g'+="/">.B;"+."
>=,'(+.B=),"ML"?2K*/*;"
4A11.,-7"g/C-)2U7"?'C5A,*"j"a,.=*7"
FFW""
`SS"Z.,'Q.*">.A,+7"HA'+)"699""
M,/*-"_A*2+'.*7">b"f!O9:"
W=.*)e""#N`9&"8S!ROO99""
V/[e""""""#N`9&"8S6R``6f""
T0/'Ce02/*/*;h-<0UL2.0""

g'+="/">.B;"+."
"

NLf! CaptionsL""J=)"2/B+'.*(".,"=)/-'*D("'*"+='("KD,))0)*+"/,)"1.,"2.*3)*')*2)".*C;"
/*-"'*"*."</;"-)1'*)7"C'0'+7".,"-)(2,'5)"+=)"(2.B)".,"'*+)*+".1"/*;"B,.3'('.*(".,"()2+'.*("
.1"+='("KD,))0)*+L"

NLN! Counterparts; FacsimileL""J='("KD,))0)*+"0/;"5)")[)2A+)-"'*"0AC+'BC)"
2.A*+),B/,+(7")/2=".1"<='2="(=/CC"5)"-))0)-"+."5)"/*".,'D'*/C"/*-"/CC".1"<='2="+/U)*"
+.D)+=),"(=/CC"2.*(+'+A+)".*)"/*-"+=)"(/0)"/D,))0)*+7"<='2="0/;"5)"+,/*(0'++)-"5;"
2/**)-c)0/'C".,"1/2('0'C)"('D*/+A,)"B/D)(L"

Formatted: Indent: Left:  1",  No bullets or numbering

Formatted: Indent: Left:  1",  No bullets or numbering

Formatted: Normal,  No bullets or numbering

Formatted: Indent: Left:  1",  No bullets or numbering

Formatted: Indent: Left:  1",  No bullets or numbering
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:"

IN WITNESS WHEREOF7"+='("KD,))0)*+"=/("5))*")[)2A+)-"5;"+=)">'+;".1"?./57"/2+'*D"5;"/*-"
+=,.AD="+=)"?./5">'+;">.A*2'C7"<='2="=/("-AC;"/A+=.,'Q)-")[)2A+'.*7"/*-"5;"/"-AC;"/A+=.,'Q)-"
,)B,)()*+/+'3)".1"4)3)C.B),7"/(".1"+=)"T11)2+'3)"4/+)L"
"
CITY:   

>'+;".1"?./57"
/"@+/="0A*'2'B/C"2.,B.,/+'.*"
"
"
G;e"iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii"" " 4/+)e"iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii"
"
W,'*+)-"d/0)e"iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii"
J'+C)e"iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii" " " " "
"
SITLA 
"
J=)"H+/+)".1"@+/=7"/2+'*D"5;"/*-"+=,.AD="+=)""
H2=..C"/*-"I*(+'+A+'.*/C"J,A(+"F/*-("K-0'*'(+,/+'.*"""
"""
G;eiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii" " " 4/+)eiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii"
""
W,'*+)-"d/0)e"iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii"
J'+C)e"iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii"

COMPANY: 
"
FG"?./5"F/*-">.0B/*;7"FF>7""
/">.C.,/-."C'0'+)-"C'/5'C'+;"4)3)C.B),""
"
"
G;eiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii" " " 4/+)eiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii"
""
W,'*+)-"d/0)e"iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii"
J'+C)e"iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii"
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`"

EXHIBIT A 
(Annexation and Planning/Zoning Approvals)  

"
J=)"K**)[/+'.*".1"+=)"W,.B),+;".22A,,)-"BA,(A/*+"+."/*-"'*"/22.,-/*2)"<'+="+=)"1.CC.<'*D"-.2A0)*+(e""
"""

#'&! >'+;".1"?./5"b,-'*/*2)"d.L"899fR89"#$Annexation Ordinance%&"-/+)-"
4)2)05),"N7"899f"/*-",)2.,-)-".*"V)5,A/,;"867"899N"'*"G..U"`SS7"W/D)"S9`R
S86"<'+="+=)">C),U"/*-"])2.,-),"1.,"M,/*-">.A*+;7"@+/="#$Official Records%&E""
"

#''&! J=)"W,)RK**)[/+'.*"KD,))0)*+"-/+)-"b2+.5),"8f7"899f"/*-",)2.,-)-".*"
V)5,A/,;"867"899N"'*"G..U"`SS7"W/D)"S9`RS86"'*"+=)"b11'2'/C"])2.,-("#$Pre-
Annexation Agreement%&E"/*-"

"
#'''&! J=)"K**)[/+'.*"?/B",)2.,-)-"V)5,A/,;"867"899N"'*"G..U"`SS7"W/D)"S8S"'*"+=)"

b11'2'/C"])2.,-("#$Annexation Map%&E"
"

J=)"W,.B),+;"=/(",)2)'3)-"+=)"1.CC.<'*D"BC/**'*D"/*-"Q.*'*D"/BB,.3/C("#$MPD Approvals%&e"""
"

#'&! Concept MPDL""K+"/"-AC;"*.+'2)-"/*-"2.*-A2+)-"BA5C'2"=)/,'*Dc0))+'*D7"+=)">'+;"
.1" ?./5" WC/**'*D" >.00'(('.*" #$Planning Commission%&" ,)3')<)-" /*-"
/BB,.3)-"+=)"4)3)C.B0)*+"KBBC'2/+'.*"/((.2'/+)-"<'+="+=)">.*2)B+"WC/*c?/(+),"
WC/**)-" 4)3)C.B0)*+" #$Concept MPD%&7" (A5P)2+" +." 2.*-'+'.*(" (+/+)-" '*" +=)"
-.2A0)*+",)1C)2+'*D"+=)">.*2)B+"?W4"/BB,.3/CL"
"

#''&! Preliminary MPDL"
"

#/&! K+" /" -AC;" *.+'2)-" /*-" 2.*-A2+)-" BA5C'2" =)/,'*Dc0))+'*D7" +=)" WC/**'*D"
>.00'(('.*" ,)3')<)-" /*-" ,)2.00)*-)-" /BB,.3/C" .1" +=)"4)3)C.B0)*+"
KBBC'2/+'.*" /((.2'/+)-" <'+=" +=)" W,)C'0'*/,;" WC/*c?/(+)," WC/**)-"
4)3)C.B0)*+" #$Preliminary MPD%&" +." +=)">'+;".1"?./5">'+;">.A*2'C"
#$City Council%&L""
"

#5&! K+"/"-AC;"*.+'2)-"/*-"2.*-A2+)-"BA5C'2"=)/,'*Dc0))+'*D7"+=)">'+;">.A*2'C"
,)3')<)-"/*-"/BB,.3)-"+=)"4)3)C.B0)*+"KBBC'2/+'.*"1.,"+=)"$Lionsback 
Development Plan%" /((.2'/+)-" <'+=" +=)" W,)C'0'*/,;" ?W47" (A5P)2+" +."
2.*-'+'.*(" (+/+)-" '*" +=)" -.2A0)*+" ,)1C)2+'*D" +=)" W,)C'0'*/,;" ?W4"
/BB,.3/C"#/"2.B;".1"<='2="'(".*"1'C)"<'+="+=)">'+;&L"

"
#2&! J=)" >'+;7" 4)3)C.B)," /*-" HIJFK" )[)2A+)-" /" 2),+/'*" 4)3)C.B0)*+" /*-"

W=/('*D" KD,))0)*+" 1.," F'.*(5/2U" ])(.,+" -/+)-" _AC;" 8f7" 899N"
#$Development Agreement%&L" " J=)" 4)3)C.B0)*+" /*-" W=/('*D"
KD,))0)*+7"/0.*D".+=),"+='*D(7"'*2CA-)-"+=)"$Lionsback Development 
Plan%"/(",)1C)2+)-"'*"+=)"4)3)C.B0)*+"KBB,.3/C("'(".*"1'C)"<'+="+=)">'+;7"
/BB,.3)-"+=)"B,.B.()-"C/*-"A()"/*-"B=/('*D"BC/*"1.,"+=)"W,.P)2+"/*-"*.+)-"
+=)"/CC.2/+'.*".1"'*1,/(+,A2+A,)"'0B,.3)0)*+(",)YA',)-"1.,"+=)"W,.P)2+L"""

"
(d)! J=)"4)3)C.B0)*+"KD,))0)*+"'*2.,B.,/+)-"/*"/BB,.3)-"W=/('*D"WC/*"1.,"

+=)" W,.B),+;" /("<)CC" /(" +=)"K-P.'*'*D" W,.B),+;" /*-" W,.P)2+L" 4)3)C.B),"
2.*+)0BC/+)("+=/+"+=)"W,.P)2+"<'CC"2.*('(+".1"1'3)"B=/()("#)/2="/"$Phase%&L""
J=)" F'.*(5/2U" W=/('*D" WC/*" -)B'2+(" +=)" W=/()(" 1.," +=)" W,.P)2+" /*-"
)(+/5C'(=)("+=)"F.+(7"W/,2)C(7"A()("/*-"HA5-'3'('.*"I0B,.3)0)*+("#-)1'*)-"
5)C.<&"1.,"+=)"W,.P)2+L
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EXHIBIT B___
Outstanding items related to Final MPD & Plat Submittal 

"
!L! >.*2)B+A/C"F/*-(2/B)"WC/*e"

/L! J=)"KBB,.3)-"W,)C'0'*/,;"?W4"C/*-(2/B)"BC/*cDA'-)C'*)"'("*.+"B,.B.()-"+."2=/*D)"'*".3),/CC"
2.*+)[+"/*-"'*+)*+L""g'+="+=)"2=/*D)"+."+=)"/,)/"-',)2+C;"(A,,.A*-'*D"+=)"=.+)C7"4)3)C.B),"<'CC"
(ABBC;"/"2.*2)B+A/C"C/*-(2/B)"BC/*"(B)2'1'2"+."+=)"/*+'2'B/+)-"/,)/("'0B/2+)-"5;"+=)"=.+)C"('+)"
2.*(+,A2+'.*L"

5L! K,)/("'0B/2+)-"5;"+=)",./-</;7"A+'C'+;7"/*-"2/('+/"2.*(+,A2+'.*"<'CC"1.CC.<"+=)"*/+'3)"3)D)+/+'.*"
/*-",)(+.,/+'.*"DA'-)C'*)("B,)3'.A(C;"/BB,.3)-L"

"
8L! H'D*/D)"WC/*e"

/L! 4',)2+'.*/Cc</;1'*-'*D"('D*/D)"/("<)CC"/("B,.B.()-"0.*A0)*+"('D*/D)"<'CC"5)"(A50'++)-"+."2'+;"
BC/**'*D"(+/11"1.,"/BB,.3/CL"

5L! GA'C-'*D"('D*/D)"'("-)B)*-)*+".*"=.+)C".B),/+.,"/*-"<'CC"5)"(A50'++)-"1.,"/BB,.3/C"/("B/,+".1"V'*/C"
?W4"KBBC'2/+'.*L"

"
6L! F'D=+'*D"WC/*(e"

/L! H'+)"C'D=+'*D"1'[+A,)"-)+/'C"(=))+("*.+'*D"+=)"=)'D=+7"-)+/'C(7"/*-"(B)2'1'2/+'.*("1.,")/2=".1"+=)"
B,.B.()-"1'[+A,)"+;B)("#B/,U'*D"C.+(7"+,/'C(7"j",./-</;(&"<'CC"5)"(A50'++)-"1.,",)3')<"5;"(+/11L""
V'*/C"C'D=+"C.2/+'.*("<'CC"5)"-)+),0'*)-"/+"V'*/C"?W4"/*-"(A50'++)-"1.,"1'*/C",)3')<L"

5L! GA'C-'*D"F'D=+'*D"V'[+A,)("<'CC"5)"(A50'++)-"1.,",)3')<c/BB,.3/C"/("B/,+".1"V'*/C"?W4"/*-"
GA'C-'*D"W),0'+"I((A/*2)"B,.2)((L"

2L! 4)3)C.B),"/D,))("+=/+"1ACC;"(=')C-)-"2A+R.11"1'[+A,)("<'CC"5)",)YA',)-"/*-"*."kABRC'D=+'*D\"<'CC"5)"
/CC.<)-"+."'*(A,)"-/,U"(U;"'*+)*+"'("0)+L"

"
SL! Z.+)C"TC)3/+'.*(e"

/L! 4)+/'C)-"GA'C-'*D"TC)3/+'.*("#'*2CA-'*D"=)'D=+&"<'CC"5)"(A50'++)-"/("B/,+".1"+=)"V'*/C"?W4L"J=)"
=)'D=+"3/,')("-A)"+."+=)"+),,/'*"/*-"B,.B.()-"D,/-'*D".*"+=)"B/,2)CL"4)3)C.B),"'*+)*-("+."5A'C-"+=)"
=.+)C"k'*+.\"+=)"('+)"+."0'*'0'Q)"+=)"=)'D=+"/("0A2="/("B.(('5C)L"J=)"=)'D=+"<'CC"2.0BC;"<'+="+=)"
HK]"^.*)".1"/"69\L"

"
OL! @+'C'+;"WC/*(e"

/L! >.*2)B+A/C"A+'C'+;"BC/*("<),)"(A50'++)-"+."?./5">'+;"T*D'*)),("b11'2)"'*"d.3)05),"/*-"
4)2)05),"89!OL""J=)()"<'CC"5)"(ABBC)0)*+)-"<'+="/"*/,,/+'3)")[BC/'*'*D"A+'C'+;"(),3'2)"(+,A2+A,)"
#B,'3/+)7"()<),"-'(+,'2+7")+2L&"

5L! V'*/C"@+'C'+;"WC/*("<'CC"5)"(A50'++)-"+."?./5">'+;"1.,"/BB,.3/C"/("B/,+".1"V'*/C"?W4L"
"

:L! J,/11'2e"
/L! J=)",)3'()-"+,'B"D)*),/+'.*"C)++),"#-/+)-"Nc!6c89!:&"*.+)-"*."0/P.,"'0B/2+("1,.0"+=)"2=/*D)("

,)D/,-'*D"W=/()"b*)".1"+=)"Z.+)C"j">/('+/("/*-"'("(A11'2')*+"1.,"-)3)C.B0)*+"j"/BB,.3/C".1"W=/()"
!".1"+=)"F'.*(5/2U"V'*/C"?W4"/*-"WC/+L"

5L! W,'.,"+."1'*/C"/BB,.3/C".1"W=/()"8".1"+=)"F'.*(5/2U"?W4"/*-"/((.2'/+)-"BC/+(E"+=)"B,)3'.A(C;"
/BB,.3)-"J,/11'2"I0B/2+"H+A-;"<'CC"5)"AB-/+)-"+."'*2CA-)"+=)"2=/*D)-"(+,))+"2C/(('1'2/+'.*("#H/*-"
VC/+("]./-7"?'CC">,))U"4,'3)7"S99"T/(+7"/*-"699"H.A+=&"/("<)CC"/("AB-/+)-"2.A*+("/+"H/*-"VC/+(7"
?'CC">,))U"4,'3)7"/*-"S99"T/(+"I*+),()2+'.*("B),"2'+;",)YA)(+L"

"
`L! M,/-'*D"j"4,/'*/D)e"

/L! 4)+/'C)-"D,/-'*D"j"-,/'*/D)"BC/*("j"2/C2AC/+'.*("<'CC"5)"(A50'++)-"1.,"/BB,.3/C"/("B/,+".1"V'*/C"
?W4"/*-"WC/+"/BB,.3/CL""WC/*("/*-">/C2AC/+'.*("<'CC"0))+"M,/*-">.A*+;"H+.,0"4,/'*/D)"
,)YA',)0)*+(L"

"
fL! M).+)2=*'2/C"])B.,+e"

/L! K*"@B-/+)-"M).+)2=*'2/C",)B.,+"<'CC"5)"(A50'++)-"<'+="V'*/C"?W4"HA50'++/C"1.,")/2="B=/()".1"
-)3)C.B0)*+L"
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